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The power of 

Customer Experience



COVID-19’s 

impact on 

customer 

experience

What changes?  

Sense of urgency to deliver excellent experiences 

increases as customers are reducing their 

discretionary spending and hold brands to higher 

standards.

More than before, customers are likely to visit 

store in search for a meaningful interaction that 

online cannot fulfill.

Health and safety concerns are top of mind for 

customers and employees. A prerequisite to 

fulfill before any interaction. 

Customer Experience (CX) is a powerful 

business driver. 

Consistency in CX excellence is the holy grail. 

Practice makes perfect : repetition over time is 

your best ally.

What remains unchanged?



In this context, how can your CX strategy ensure 

business rebound is optimal ?
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COVID19 has exposed frontline teams to uncertainty, stress and extreme 

sales pressure that risk to negatively impact customer experience.

2x 
customer satisfaction

Organizations that prioritize employee experience achieve

Promoting a superb Employee Experience will be the foundation for CX 

Excellence, and drive business performance.

MIT

2x 
innovation

25% 
greater profitability

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT



Top down 
Reduce uncertainty, offer a safe environment to work in, set clear direction on CX as a 

focal point. Show and make sure that you are available to anyone.

Build a strong communication loop for optimal test & learn on CX.

IN AN EVER-EVOLVING CONTEXT, FULL 

ALIGNMENT WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZATION IS KEY. 

MAKE CX TOP OF MIND.

Bottom Up : 
Keep the pulse of customers interactions. Their sentiment will evolve quickly. Champion 

best-practices across your network.

Across touchpoints : 
Make true omnichannel a reality

• What is ecommerce learning from their clients?

• As boutiques reopen, what are the observations on client behaviors and requests?

EMPLOYEE 

ENGAGEMENT

Value your frontline teams: 
Use internal and external communication to reposition your frontline teams at the 

forefront of your preoccupations 



Lead by example :
Spend more time on the frontline and reduce reporting pressure on store 

managers to allow them to spend time on the shop floor vs in back office. 

Set achievable expectations :
Keep your teams focused on delivering meaningful interactions with anyone that enters 

your door. Sales will be the natural consequence. Reduce sales pressure that will prove 

counterproductive.

Anticipate :
Negative behaviors might appear on the shop floor that can damage your rebound, 

among others :

• Aggressive selling

• Disengaged attitude 

• Stress to be on shop floor due to health concerns

Offer a safe space :
All team members have place to voice their concerns or suggestions. Promote collective 

intelligence as CX excellence is not a prize won by a lonely crusader.

EMPOWER YOUR MANAGERS TO LEAD IN 

TIMES OF UNCERTAINTY

EMPLOYEE 

ENGAGEMENT

How to ensure optimal engagement of frontline teams :



Times of crisis question everything. After the immediate response, think long term and 

prepare your organization to deliver excellent CX in a changed landscape.

RETHINK YOUR CLIENT INTERFACE AND 

CHALLENGE DOGMA. 

Start from a blank page:
In the new context:

- What will be the role of your associates?

- What will be the role of your supervisors and store managers?

- How will you transform your “selling ceremony” into an “experience ambition” ?

Pave the way for true omnichannel :
Organize your teams to ensure that customers receive enhanced experiences across 

touchpoints. 

- How will your new cultural and process shift allow cross-channel relationships

to be built?

EMPLOYEE 

ENGAGEMENT

Think outside of the box:
And look at organization structures outside of your industry.

- Who will you hire ?  

- How will you measure success ? 

- What will be the KPIs of tomorrow? 
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“
Excellent Experience is a clear business requirement

Promoting the right behaviors in your frontline teams will maximize customer engagement 

and conversion rate.

CUSTOMER FOCUS 

85%
Customer churn due to 

poor service

Huffington Post

86%
Willing to pay more for a guaranteed 

good experience

Think Jar 

“



Transactional Transitioning Customer-focused 

Stakeholder None, CX is not a concern

One team in charge of CX which is seen as a 

side project. 

Internal resistance or disengagement remains 

at different levels of the organization

CX is top of mind in the organization; CEO is a 

sponsor and holds his teams accountable at all 

level of the hierarchy

Measure of 

success
Sales only 

• Sales 

• Client feedback – mainly post-purchase

• Customer satisfaction over sales

• For transactional and prospect clients 

Frontline 

teams

• Following processes that tend to deliver robotic 

interactions

• Not valued nor empowered (low level of 

engagement as a consequence)

• Have operational daily tasks that take 

precedence over attending to customers

• Aware of the importance of CX but not 

proficient and outside of their comfort zone

• Customer satisfaction is part of the job 

description but not the top priority

• Store managers are not fully equipped yet to 

coach their team members

• Brand Ambassadors whose primary mission is to 

delight customers

• Store Managers lead by example and customer 

satisfaction is a daily conversation topic

Output
Poor CX delivered and unoptimized business 

potential

Good practices appear but they remain uneven 

across the network and over time

• CX excellence is the ambition and an established 

business driver

• Long-term relationships are built with clients

Next Step 

on the road 

to CX 

excellence

• Define CX in your organization

• Work on a culture shift : On-board at all level of 

organization

• Identify roadblocks and work on low hanging 

fruits

• Enlarge the audience of your CX conversations

• Involve the frontline teams in action planning to 

gain their engagement

• Keep up the good work !

• Reinforce seamless omnichannel CX

Self-reflection : How client-focused is your organization?



KEEP EMOTIONS AT THE CENTER OF YOUR 

CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS

Connection : 
Leverage COVID-19 as an opportunity to establish very personal 

connections with clients. We have all shared the impact of the pandemic.

Trust :
Safety has become top of mind. Establishing trust on that part of the 

interaction is a prerequisite to engage any further. Justify the extra time 

taken by SA with the clients.  

Relationships :
Nurturing relationships takes precedence over sales agenda.

CUSTOMER                           

FOCUS



Communicate clearly on measures taken by the brand and that the SA has been through 

health and safety training

Engage clients to understand their safety needs
(e.g. do they feel comfortable being assisted, do they want to try items on…)

Propose alternative solutions to clients

(e.g. if a client does not feel comfortable using the fitting room, explain the extended returns policy)

Justify any additional time that you are requiring from customers 

What can advisors do to reassure clients ? 

SAFETY & CLEAR 

COMMUNICATION FIRST

New Albatross CX 'Health Index' will assess how safe clients feel 

in-store and the impact of safety measures on CX.

TRUST

CUSTOMER                           

FOCUS



Safety measures change the way to engage with customers, 

but emotional connection remains key

USE EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE TO 

CONNECT WITH CUSTOMERS

CONNECTION

CUSTOMER                           

FOCUS



Favor genuine connections over sales agenda 

RELATIONSHIPS ARE PANDEMIC PROOF

RELATIONSHIP

CUSTOMER                           

FOCUS



Promote the underlying behavior: 
What has proven impact on conversion rate : work on your teams 

Proactivity

Do not take things for granted :
Understand the team mindset and what could prevent them from 

delivering excellent experience in low traffic environment.

TRAFFIC IS EXPECTED TO RAMP UP OVER TIME. 

PREPARE YOUR TEAMS TO OPTIMIZE YOUR 

CONVERSION RATE IN LOW TRAFFIC 

ENVIRONMENT 

Manage customer waiting time:
Additional wait time might result from traffic restrictions in store. Turn 

those into meaningful moments for customers.

69%
of brands fail              
to deliver higher brand 

experiences in low traffic vs 

high traffic 

Albatross CX 2019

Based on 49 brands

N = 22,823

CUSTOMER                           

FOCUS

Maintain the momentum:
Higher traffic creates momentum that can energize frontline teams. 

Find ways to maintain momentum and energy levels even in slow 

paced environments.



N= 7,428

Advocacy Index (ACE)

15,395

High traffic Low traffic

When traffic is low, brands generate less advocacy. This leads to lower purchase intent.

The differences may seem small, however the quality of experience in low traffic scenarios varies greatly.
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Purchase Intention (PI)

40%

% of Ambassadors 

36%

Significantly higher than low traffic

N= 7,428 15,395

High traffic Low traffic

42%

% of Definitely Buy

38%

High traffic

Low traffic

High traffic

Low traffic



Performance gaps between leaders and laggards in low traffic scenarios are 
significant.

Leaders are 3 times higher on brand advocacy and 2.5 times higher on purchase intention
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N= 2,430

Ambassadors Advocates Unimpressed

Disappointed Ill-Mouthers

55%

35%

9%

1%

0%

Leaders

2,471

18%

54%

23%

5%

0%

Laggards

52%
38%

8% 2%

52%

Definitely Buy

Definitely Buy Probably Buy Uncertain
Probably Not Buy Definitely Not Buy

21%

51%

21%

5%2%

21%

Definitely Buy

2,430 2,471

Significantly higher than Laggards

Leaders Laggards
Top 5 Bottom 5 Top 5 Bottom 5

N=

55% 18%

Advocacy Index (ACE) Purchase Intention (PI)
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What are the 
core differences 
between Leaders 

and Laggards?



The attitude of Advisors in low traffic makes a significant difference!

Laggards display particular passivity in low traffic situations.

16% of the Advisors are perceived passive when they are expected to go the extra mile.

85%

78%

69% 68%
66% 67%

64%

5% 4% 2% 1% 1% 1%
1%

75%

69%

52%

44% 43%
46% 48%

16%

9% 7%
4% 3% 3% 1%

Friendly Helpful Proactive Caring Expert Sincere Passionate Passive Disengaged Indifferent Unhelpful Artificial Clueless Harsh

Leaders (N=2,430)

Laggards (N=2,471)

Significantly higher than Laggards

How would you describe the Advisor?
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Advisors of Laggards do not seize the opportunity to better understand 
their customers, Leaders’ Advisors engage!

When traffic is low, Advisors should have more opportunities to learn about their customers.

Our results show that this is not the reality, especially when compared to Leaders.

Average number of topics discovered

How did the Advisor try to understand you and your relationship with the brand?
1. The Advisor discovered precisely what I am looking for
2. The Advisor understood the reason of my visit
3. The Advisor got to know me more
4. The Advisor understood my relationship with the brand offline
5. The Advisor understood my relationship with the brand online

5
points

High traffic

2.2
topics

2.2
topics

Low traffic
In low traffic 

Leaders Laggards

2.6
topics

1.9
topics
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Leaders’ Advisors go beyond asking basic questions. 
They try their best to understand their customers 
and their relationship with the brand.

Leaders are more customer focused.

They get to know their customers and enable a relationship to begin.

Significantly higher than Laggards

88%

73%

46%

44%

12%

4%

82%

53%

26%

23%

6%

10%

 discovered precisely what I am looking for

 understood the reason of my visit

 got to know me more

 understood my relationship with the brand
offline

 understood my relationship with the brand online

did not try to discover anything about me, my
needs or my relationship with the brand

Leaders (N=2,430) Laggards (N=2,471)

How did the Advisor try to understand you and your relationship with the brand?

The Advisor: 

10% of the Advisors did not ask any question to understand 

the customer's needs 
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Pre-COVID 19, seamless omnichannel was still work in progress. 

Often, channels are considered to serve a specific need : boutiques are 

considered the highlight of customer experience while online served 

mostly for convenience.

69%
Of US adults shop more with 

retailer's that provide consistent 

customer service both online 

and offline
Forrester

TRUE OMNICHANNEL



"Distant Sale" service: 
Sales Advisors contact customers on WeChat or other digital platforms and propose 

a selection of items that can be purchased and delivered at customers' home.

Reserve in store service, or curb side : 
Offer possibility to order an item in the boutique and have it delivered to your 

car. 

Private consultation : 
Offer remote styling advice or consultation with experts from sales teams 

through the phone 

EXPLORE NEW SERVICES AND BREAK SILOS 

BETWEEN ONLINE AND OFFLINE

By Appointment :
Book a time slot in the boutique for private/ one-on-one shopping

With pandemic, actors have been pivoting and allocating boutique staff to new 

channels, proving that more substance can be given to remote interactions

TRUE                           

OMNICHANNEL



Work of cross fertilization : 
Explore options where boutique teams can support in ecommerce effort and allow 

best practice sharing. Equip your retail teams to start interacting on digital platforms.  

Offer the best of both worlds : 
Ecommerce can deliver more than just convenience. Align your online 

interactions on same CX expectations as physical stores.

Ensure even access to resources : 
Make sure teams interacting online have same level of training as advisors in 

physical stores.

EQUIP YOUR TEAMS FOR CX EXCELLENCE AND 

PERSONAL ENGAGEMENT ONLINE

TRUE                           

OMNICHANNEL



Customer-centric organizations outperform their competition. Covid19 

creates urgency to embrace CX as a strategy to ensure business optimization. 

1. Employee Experience is the foundation for Customer Experience 

excellence. Build the framework that will empower your frontline teams to 

excel in CX and rethink your organization for the long term. 

2. Customer-focus is a company culture: understand the level of CX 

maturity in your organization and plan accordingly. Delivering meaningful 

and emotional interactions remains a top priority. 

3. CX excellence breaks silos between online and offline : delivering a 

seamless experience across touchpoints will elevate your CX. Explore new 

services and equip your teams to elevate online interactions. 

KEY SUMMARY



We will happily support you along the way. 



About this presentation

Marie Dubiez

Managing Director Americas – Albatross CX a CXG agency

Marie has spent over a decade working with luxury brands in retail 

and marketing departments in UK, Germany and United States for 

LVMH and Richemont brands.

She joined the Customer Experience Group since April 2019 to help 

clients in Americas drive their business through elevated customer 

experience (CX). 

Marie and her team are based in New York. They partner with their 

clients to help them navigate those uncertain times and leverage CX 

as a key success factor post-covid. 

The Customer Experience Group helps 

brands embrace client-centricity as a 

business strategy. CXG accompanies 

organizations in their CX transformation.


